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For many years we have been working on motorcycle simulation,
and after many years of work, we are proud to present to you in
this beta phase the latest version of our simulation, that now is
100% complete. One of the greatest motorcycle simulation ever
made, that let you very easily recreate in the simulator the most
famous races of the road racing’s world. With this simulation, you
will be able to experience the thrill of being a racing motorcycle

driver in the most famous racing circuits around the world. About
the Game: Experience in the real world on a motorcycle with a

great physics engine and an extraordinary soundtrack. • 2-player
split screen or coop • • Track editor included. Create your own

circuits and race it against your friends. • TDR isn’t a simulation like
we are used to. The physics engine is behind several other games,

such as Warface, and will be the one to define TDR quality. Our
physics engine is designed to simulate as much as possible the

riding behavior on the asphalt, especially focusing on the
acceleration and the braking, also including some performance

metric, such as HP and Torque. Our simulations are based on quite
an extensive amount of work, and we have carefully checked the

results of every single function and operation through
benchmarking. Our physics engine is designed to simulate as much
as possible the riding behavior on the asphalt, especially focusing

on the acceleration and the braking, also including some
performance metric, such as HP and Torque. Technical : -Physics
engine: A real physics engine, designed to model the real physics
as much as possible. -Dynamic tire: A realistic model of the tire. It
has to take into account all the physical parameters, allowing to

simulate dynamic tire wear, while having the deepest possible level
of realism. -Tire adhesion: A realistic model of the tire, that

generates amazing realistic behaviors, such as changing the
steering and braking, and also including the effect of a puncture.

-Tire tension: The tire model also takes into account the tire
tension, such as the one installed on the motorcycle in real life.
-PHYSICS MODEL: It is a realistic model, that consists of 12 main
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parts, each with one or more specific physics operations. Each of
those components are directly related to the real physics, so that

each one of them will generate a behavior that is as close to reality
as possible. -Suspension: It includes a realistic modeling
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Fully playable single player or multiplayer! Lots of tracks to choose
from! A perfect arcade experience! If you complete a track, you will
receive a special lap thanks that will enhance your profile! Full of

death traps, obstacles and jumps! A huge variety of bikes! Good to
race a friend or the seven opponents of the leaderboard! A lot of

customization! A title for any of your friends (GAMER!). Free physics
updates! TrackDay Racing has some original elements such as: -

Track requirements: Track must be completed to unlock its track. -
Markers: when you have reached a certain point of the track, a

marker will be placed on it and the track will become available in
the next tracks. - Highlight lap: When a lap has been completed, a

bonus lap will appear with a highlighted marker. - Game Over:
When you reach your goal (World Records, you will start with a
bonus lap!). - Bikes customization: Each bike has a deck of 20

colors to choose from. - Deformation: a tire will deform if you try to
get in a hole, and it will straighten to no more than 5% of

deformation, but if it goes higher than that, the bike will start to
wobble. - G-force: G-force will be affected by the acceleration and
deceleration of the bike. - Physics: The only thing to look for in this

simulation! If your bike doesn’t survive, it means it should be
worked on! We want the physics to be as close as it can, so the less

luck you will have the more fun you will have! About The Engine
Like every good simulation, TDR needs good physics. We’ve

decided to use a custom engine to perform a comparison between
real physics and “Tire Dynamic” physics. The engine chosen for this

purpose is "AccuDyn" The foundation of this simulation is “Magic
Formula” which can be used to simulate any tire. We selected

Pacjecka which is the most used by simulating bodies like:
Supercross, motocross, rally. Every data we have were available
online. It is an excellent starting point to know, for example, how

the tire behave to any condition of the track, but also, how it could
deform if you’re using a big tire which may be able to slip. When we

had an d41b202975
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Other Features (Coming Soon)Time Attack modes: "Burn-out"
concept: Not just to burn your tires in short bursts, but to try and

burn them as much as possible Gameplay Challenge Modes: 4
player split screen. You can invite friends over your mobile phone.
We have not yet decided if we are going to include a multiplayer

mode in TDR, but we are sure you will love it: all TDR modes will be
available online. SensorsViewing the information on your GPS can
be a real nightmare, so we decided to leave the whole thing to our

Smartphone. Your GPS will send all the information we need on
your position to your smartphone, which will help you to orientate

on the track, but will also keep your energy intact, since we will not
need any data from the tires, like speed, grip, lateral or longitudinal
acceleration, etc. We love to challenge our engineers to build us the
most realistic simulator. The idea of this project has been to show
the bike’s power to our engineers, as they have been working very

hard on the physics of our bikes, but the final results and
challenges were even better. This is a simulation that could only

exist thanks to the support of our experienced engineers, working
in the simulation and creating formulas that are simply

unimaginable in the real world. Thanks to such a huge support from
such a great team, we are confident that TDR will be a success.
TDR is our baby, and we are trying to be as honest as we can to

ourselves. This is what we want to share with the world.Many of us
are still at the beginning of our career in our companies and we are

able to do something that not many can. With such a great team
behind us, we hope that TDR will become the motorcycle simulator

of the 21st century. We have seen some great motorcycle
simulations on the market and we are confident that TDR could be

a very good bike simulator. Thank you!About Stéphane Adam
Comeau: Stephane is a young passionate engineer, looking for

challenging projects to develop. He joined Chipworks after finishing
his studies in Canada, and moved to Verviers with the team to work

on a partnership with Jean-Claude Fournier, engineer at Racer.fr,
where he is the main engineer behind TDR. He is a passionate racer

and a passionate bike rider, he takes the opportunity to ride a lot
with his family around the world, trying to maximize
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What's new:

ear]Highlighter { bg[Keyword] =
middleBlue; foreground =
mainForeground; visible =
event.workflow ==
WorkflowTypes.TrackDay; mode =
ModeType.Workflow; anchor = text; }
// [Event(name = DayOfWeek.Monday,
jobName = event.workflow ==
WorkflowTypes.TrackDay? "Add a new
tag 'visit/TOD' and name the Event as
'work/Visit $visit'" : "Add a new tag
'visit/TOD' and name the Event as
'visit/Work $visit'", kind = event.type
== DocumentEvent.EveryEvent?
Key.After : event.type ==
DocumentEvent.CaretChanged?
Key.Abort : Key.After, categories =
[Category.Tags, Category.Work,
Category.Time, Category.Tags])]
overrides ReadTrackDayRear() :
TrackerRead(name =
DayOfWeek.Monday, jobName =
event.workflow ==
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WorkflowTypes.TrackDay? "Add a new
tag 'visit/TOD' and name the Event as
'work/Visit $visit'" : "Add a new tag
'visit/TOD' and name the Event as
'visit/Work $visit'", 
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directory

System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP, Windows 7, or
Windows 8.1 Windows XP, Windows 7,
or Windows 8.1 Processor: Intel Core
i3, Intel Core i5, Intel Core i7, AMD
Athlon (3.4 GHz or faster) Intel Core
i3, Intel Core i5, Intel Core i7, AMD
Athlon (3.4 GHz or faster) Memory: 2
GB RAM (64 MB or more
recommended) 2 GB RAM (64 MB or
more recommended) Video Card:
Nvidia GeForce GTX 660 or ATI
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